



































































































































NotationhireRegimateriaI
B is unit Euclidean ball
ci EB Xk HEE for at least one yeCB
associated Assoc

half space has

Section Continuity of convex Functions

Define
A function 5 on Rt is said to be
continuousrelativetoasubsetsof 112 if the restriction of f
to S is a continuous function

That is for oxes fly 5 x as y x inside S

but necessarily as y X from outside S

theorem
A convex function f on IR is continuous relative to

any relatively open convex set C in it's effective

domain in particular relative to rildomED
Proof
Define gey

f if exec

a if x c
Then domcg C

Therefore WLOG we assume Gdome otherwise we

simply replace f w g Also whoa assume

c is h dimensional then C is indeed open rather

than simply relatively open
If f is improper then f Oh C Tum 7.2

Improper aux f is identically a for Xerildomf
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and continuity is trivial therefore assume f is

proper Since f is ax 4 proper and C is

open Thur 7.4 Uf f ie f is lower
semi continuous Cleft to show f is upper semi
continuous which from Tam7.1 it suffices to show

the level sets 45 422 are all closed taek
Since Edomf is open Lemma 7.5 implies

intlepif Hr In far reR
Consider intlepi f A lx.nl re23eRn which is open
when projected onto 112 this is Ext fated which is

therefore also open implying its complement
151 122 is closed I

corollary.IO
A convex function which is finite on all of R is

necessarily continuous






































































































































Examplelet
fcx.tt be a realvalued fit on IR XT w 1 an

arbitrary set s't f is cut as a fat of

for each t 9 bounded above as a fat
of t for each x this situation would arise say
if one had a finite convex tot on Rh
continuously depart on the time t over a certain
closed interval T Then

ht sup faith Let
depends continuously on x

Proofs

his cux since it is the pointwise supremum
of Cvx fats flat bounded above for each

hat is finite tf Rn Then corollary 10.1 I

hex is continuous


